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IFITT President’s Message
As the summer is approaching fast lots of different activities are taking place on IFITT. We are progressing with our agenda expanding IFITTs footprint globally through a range of local events and chapter activities. A number of events are being organized and supported by IFITT enabling us to expand on membership and chapter activities globally. We try to concentrate our message in regions that we have not
been as active in the past.

Expanding IFITT and outreach – July in Australia
One of this initiatives will be addressing the Australian Tourism Industry in July through a series of workshops, conference
and University links organized by Liz Ward, Paul Barron, Nina Mistilis, Noel Scott and Brian King. This will centered around
The National Tourism and Events Excellence (TEE) Conference will be staged in Melbourne at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground on Monday 16 and Tuesday 17 July 2012 http://www.teeconference.com/. I will then visit Victoria University in Melbourne and Queensland University in Brisbane. I am looking forward to meet many colleagues and friends in Australia and
to take IFITT forward with collaborations down under.
ENTER 2013
We will celebrate our 20th birthday back home in Innsbruck Austria. ENTER2013 eTourism. We will be dealing with Opportunities and Challenges for the next 20 years Innsbruck Austria 22nd to 25th of January 2013.
See: http://www.enter-2013.org
Tinkara Pavlovčič Kapitanovič (Slovenian Tourism Board) is the ENTER 2013 Chair whilst Luis Costa (Tourism Portugal),
Nicholas Hall (ETC) and William Bakker (Think! Social Media) are managing the applied programme. Research Chairs are
Lorenzo Cantoni (Università della Svizzera italiana) and Phil Xiang (University of North Texas, USA) whist Austrian Day
Chairs are Christian Maurer (IMC University of Applied Sciences Krems), Mario Jooss and Roman Egger (University of Applied Sciences Salzburg). Our PhD Workshop is managed by Rob Law (Hong Kong Polytechnic University) and Matthias
Fuch (ETOUR Mid-Sweden University), Carlos Lamsfus (CICtourGUNE), Barbara Neuhofer (Bournemouth University)
ENGAGE with the team and ENTER





Submit a research paper Call For Papers http://www.ifitt.org/congresses/website/enter2013/cfp
Suggest an Industry Case Study and presentation http://www.ifitt.org/congresses/website/enter2013/enter-industry
Suggest a Destination Case Study and Presentation http://www.ifitt.org/congresses/website/enter2013/enter-destination
Sponsor ENTER2013 – Many opportunities also available

Let make our 20th Birthday a very special one
ENTER2014
We also looking for the ENTER2014 organisation and location. Please let us know if you are interested in hosting
ENTER2014 and start putting a bid together. See the requirements on http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/ENTERrequirements
The deadline for proposals is the 15th July 2012 and we will aim to select a destination in the early part of autumn.

[IFITT President’s Message continues in the next page]

Innovation Fund
Professor Wolfram Höpken, Vice President IFITT is leading on the innovation fund and IFITT ICTD Scholarship.
By the IFITT Innovation Fund IFITT intends to foster innovation and strengthen the strategic development of IFITT. IFITT will
fund projects or initiatives, proposed and executed by IFITT members, with the clear intention to deliver innovative services
to the IFITT community and increase existing or generate new revenue streams. IFITT members are invited to submit project proposals clearly stating generation of strong advantages and benefits for the IFITT community, either by a direct return
on investment or an increase of ITITT's reputation and membership. Project proposals can be submitted at any time and
IFITT will invest up to € 10.000 into innovative projects per year.
IFITT ICT4D Scholarship
Additionally, by the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship (Information and Communication Technologies for Development) IFITT will
fund young talents coming from developing/emerging countries, to provide a positive impact onto their respective communities through the application of ICT. Projects should be connected with a Master or PhD thesis, having a clear orientation to
local development. The scholarship consists of an assignment of a tutor, funding of ENTER participation and free IFITT
membership for one year. The call for applications is open till the end of July 2012. By the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship, IFITT
creates innovative ideas and services for its members based on the potential of the whole community, increases its awareness in developing countries and specifically in countries which are underrepresented in IFITT and ENTER and takes social
responsibility. Contact ifitt@ifitt.org<mailto:ifitt@ifitt.org> to request further information or submit your proposals.
Chapters and Activities
Out Italian, Greek, Swiss, Australian chapters are really busy organizing events and recruiting members.
Events and Activities
In April Greek IFITT President Dimitris Serifis organized a great event in Heraklion Crete Greece where almost 100 people
attended.
In London we hosted a great event IFITT@EYEFORTRAVEL EUROPEAN TRAVEL SUMMIT London IFITT @ EyeforTravel: Technology Enabled Tourism Experience Economy Wednesday, 18 April 2012 from 09:00 to 11:30 London, United Kingdom Thank you go to Barbara Neuhofer and Ivana Rihova from my team at Bournemouth University who organized it and
the great speakers and audience who contributed.
Next in the calendar is the


WTM Technology enabling Travel organised by IFITT event @ World Travel Market 2012 http://www.wtmlondon.com/
Technology Enabled Tourism Experience Economy Monday 5th November 2012 from 10.00 - 12.00. Followed by
eTourism events by our partners the TTI and Open Travel conference starting at 13.30 - 17.00 FREE EVENT FOR
IFITT MEMBERS – Register http://ifitt.eventbrite.co.uk/

eTourism Education Material and eTourism Research
Matthias Fuchs with Wolfram Höpken are also coordinating the IFITT effort to develop eTourism educational Material and
distribute to the world. Ulrike Gretzel is coordinating our Research Distil. Please get in contact with them for more information and for making a contribution.
Social Networking
Social Networking has been at the forefront of what we do. Due to the efforts of Dimitris Serifis and his Nelios team, Alessandro Inversini, Tinkara Pavlovčič Kapitanovič, and Rosanna Leung we are now much more visible on Facebook, Twitter
and Linkedin. http://www.facebook.com/ifittorg now has almost 3000 people following. In China Rosanna Leung is promoting IFITT in China. Please help her to support the information in Tourism and Information Technology exchange in Weibo
and Renren.com :-)


Weibo微博: http://weibo.com/ifitt



Renren人人网: http://www.renren.com/441188367

[IFITT President’s Message continues in the next page]
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MEMBERSHIP
With our systems in place we are now ready to have a major push and drive membership. We have clarified the Corporate
and Discounted Corporate prices and benefits too. One of the major benefits is our ability to reinforce our corporate membershttp://www.ifitt.org/home/view/corporate-members Please renew your membership as your current membership if you
have not done so far and benefit from the exclusive benefits of accessing the ENTER research paper proceedings electronically, accessing the presentations of ENTER and many others. Please use our online system and report back if you experience any difficulties.
New Ideas
We are very open to new ideas and suggestions for IFITT activities, things that you feel that IFITT should be doing. Please
send me an email with initiatives that you would like IFITT to take in the future.

Yours Truly
Professor Dimitrios Buhalis
IFITT President June 2012

Yours Truly
Professor Dimitrios Buhalis
IFITT President March 2012
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PhD Self Presentation

Cristina Fabi: Travel 2.0. An Opportunity for hospitality organizations and tourism destinations.
I am currently a PhD candidate in the Department of Theories and Policies for Social Development at Teramo University (Italy). My entire education has been connected to tourism issues, with a specific reference to the field of local development. I received my Bachelor’s
Degree in Science of Cultural Tourism in 2006 and subsequently a Master’s Degree in Planning and Management of Tourist Systems. In my Master’s dissertation I analysed the case
study of a local tourist system and the links existing within the actors’ social networks.
Following this research I worked for three years for the same local tourist system, which is a public organization, as an advisor in planning, managing and coordinating the tourist hospitality, plus the related promotion and the information services.
In February 2010 I received an Italian PhD scholarship at Teramo University and I began my doctoral research regarding
“Travel 2.0.: An Opportunity for hospitality organizations and tourism destinations”, working under the supervision of Professor Agnese Vardanega. I have just spent four months as an academic visitor at Oxford University’s Department of Sociology,
where I enhanced the theoretical framework regarding the sociological approach of the social media studies.
My research project focuses on the role of Web and social networks for small-medium tourism firms of a local tourist destination; the case study is the “Abruzzo Region”, hometown of my university. The starting point of my thesis is that nowadays,
user generated content (UGC) can truly influence the on-line reputation of any company linked to the travel industry, and it
certainly does influence many people’s travel decisions; so much so that the tourist industry and the destinations no longer
rank this as a great opportunity, but now often even see it as an actual threat. The first research question is: how is the tourism industry changing its on-line presence in relation to the changing of consumers’ behaviour from a socio-economical perspective. The methodology includes evaluation of web sites and the social involvement, one-to-one in-depth interviews with
some of the tourist operators and local actors implicated in or excluded by the development process.
The research project will continue towards gaining an understanding of the major problems, which bring out the consideration that an on-line presence and the interaction with one’s own users could even become a threat and not actually be a positive opportunity.
My first year at ENTER 2012, and especially at the PhD workshop, was a great opportunity, especially for the significant
feedback and the precious comments I received to improve my research. I also met many interesting people and got the
chance to be personally linked with the network of colleagues and professors from all over the world.

Cristina Fabi
Department of Theories and Policies for Social Development
University of Teramo (Italy)
Email Address: cristinafabi@territorisociologici.info
http://uniteramo.academia.edu/CristinaFabi
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PhD Self Presentation
Dan Wang, The use of online mobile devices, travel experiences, and business strategies on mobile
platforms
I am currently a Ph.D. candidate in the Fox School of Business and the School of Tourism and
Hospitality Management, Temple University, United States, working under the supervision of
Professor Daniel Fesenmaier. I received my B.Sc. at the East China Normal University
(Shanghai, China). In 2004, after getting a scholarship from the Hong Kong Government, I
moved to Hong Kong to pursue a M.Phil. in the School of Hotel and Tourism Management, at
the Hong Kong Polytechnic University.
Since 2008, I have been working as a research assistant at the National Laboratory of Tourism &
eCommerce, Temple University, where I have been involved in several projects that focus on the
impact of new media on travel behavior. My research activities focus mainly on the impact of recent
innovations in mobile technology (e.g. smartphones, tablets) on travel experience; the goal of this
research is to understand the use of online mobile technology during travel.
For example, one of my studies explored the role of smartphones and their applications (apps) in mediating the traveler’s
experience and will be published in the Journal of Travel Research. Another study focused on understanding the information
services and design features of smartphone applications; this study explored the potential of online mobile devices in changing travelers’ behavior, specifically travel planning and travel activities.
This study was recognized as one of the best papers at ENTER 2012.
Currently, I am involved in my dissertation research, which focuses on investigating the mechanisms shaping the use of
online mobile devices in travel. The goal of this thesis is to develop a theoretical framework describing the factors and processes leading to the use and impact of online mobile devices. In the future, I would like to continue my current research,
focusing on new media and consumer behavior, but extending it into the area of corporate digital communication strategies
in hospitality and tourism.

Dan Wang,
Phd student,
Fox School of Business,
Temple University.
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What’s New in Journals (edited by Ulrike Gretzel )
Title: Information Technology in Everyday and Vacation Contexts
Authors: Kelly MacKay and Christine Vogt
Journal: Annals of Tourism Research, Volume 39, Issue 3, Pages 1380-1401
This research employed a longitudinal panel to examine diffusion of information technology (IT) and its spillover from everyday contexts to vacations. Over the course of the research wireless access to Internet became
more common and increasingly IT was brought or available on a trip and the decision of tourists to be off or
on the Internet while vacationing became more pronounced. Panelists showed evidence of diffusion with IT
advancements through learning, equipment ownership, and improving perceived skills, as well as spillover of
IT use and behavior into vacation contexts as a continuation of trip planning and information search beyond
home or pre-trip planning, where Internet access is available and most common at destinations and travel
facilities.
Title: The role of geo-based technology in place experiences
Authors: Iis Tussyadiah and Florian Zach
Journal: Annals of Tourism Research, Volume 39, Issue 2, Pages 780-800
Today, as various context-aware technologies have become increasingly ubiquitous, tourists have access to
retrieve voluminous geographic information about tourism destinations. These technologies are suggested to
aid tourists in gaining meaningful experiences with places. This study identifies how the use of geo-based
technology plays a role in the acquisition of geographic knowledge and behavior. It is identified that the use of
geo-based technology while traveling contributes to the different components that frame the structure of tourism experience. Further, this study also confirms that tourism experience can be seen as a part of the everyday experience as geographic behavior exhibited on a day-to-day basis is found to have an effect on tourism
experience.
Title: Tourism Research 2.0
Author: Janne Liburd
Journal: Annals of Tourism Research, Volume 39, Issue 2, Pages 883-907
Are we on the verge of a paradigm shift in the production and consumption of knowledge in tourism research? Offering an original contribution to the epistemology of tourism this article outlines an emerging form
of intellectual property right referred to as copyleft and a new paradigm of “tourism research 2.0” is identified.
These new forms and norms of knowledge are enabled by Web 2.0 technology and based on a pluralist epistemology. Ownership, quality control, and the dissemination of tourism knowledge under this new paradigm
are critically evaluated. It is argued that these changing epistemological norms and forms of knowledge present significant opportunities and challenges for the development and dissemination of tourism research.

Title: A hierarchical model of technology adoption for small owner-managed travel firms: An organizational decisionmaking and leadership perspective
Authors: Andrew J. Spencer, Dimitrios Buhalis, and Miguel Moital
Journal: Tourism Management, Volume 33, Issue 5, Pages 1195-1208
This article assesses the diffusion of innovation theory and the technology acceptance model, and explores the factors influencing the decision to engage in technology adoption in small owner-managed travel firms. This is done
through the use of the overarching theory of organisational decision-making to identify concepts and constructs which relate to the decision to adopt. The work aims to identify the genesis of adoption decisions in
particular where owners are themselves the managers and provide leadership for the organization. After the
distillation of factors it was found that due to simple hierarchical structures and decision-making processes
which were further exacerbated by immediate self-interest, leadership was the most significant driver. This
article goes further to identify leadership typologies at each level of technology adoption in firms
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What’s New in Journals (follows )
Title: Factors affecting E-Marketing adoption and implementation in tourism firms: An empirical investigation of
Egyptian small tourism organisations
Author: Hatem El-Gohary
Journal: Tourism Management, Volume 33, Issue 5, Pages 1256-1269.
This study aims to analyze the different factors affecting the adoption of Electronic Marketing (E-Marketing) by Egyptian small
tourism organizations. The study validates a conceptual framework extending TAM and IDT models to explain
E-marketing adoption utilising a quantitative approach, in which data is collected based on survey strategy
through questionnaires to address different levels of the study. Advanced statistical tools and SEM were used
to analyze the collected data. The findings indicated that Egyptian tourism organizations internal and external
factors have a great impact on the adoption of E-Marketing by such organizations. The findings also confirmed that IT theories (namely TAM and IDT) are valid in illustrating E-Marketing adoption by Egyptian tourism organizations. The results reinforce the importance of environmental factors on E-Marketing adoption and
add to the extremely limited number of empirical studies that has been conducted to investigate E-Marketing
adoption in developing countries.
Title: Designing persuasive destination websites: A mental imagery processing perspective
Authors: Woojin Lee and Ulrike Gretzel
Journal: Tourism Management, Volume 33, Issue 5, Pages 1270-1280
Existing research suggests that consumers’ choices of vacations may be significantly influenced by mental imagery processing, which is considered to be high elaboration cognitive processing. This study first aimed to identify imagery-eliciting Web site features, and second to test their influence on persuasion-related outcomes such as
attitude strength, confidence, and attitude resistance. A total of 252 subjects participated in a Web-based experiment to examine the influence of selected Web site features on individual imagery processing and its effect on consumers’ attitudes and expectations. The data was analyzed primarily using a structural equation
modeling methodology. Structural model results revealed that the mental imagery construct strongly influenced the measured communication effects. In terms of inducing mental imagery processing, only pictures
were found to make a significant difference. The findings stress the importance of researching mental imagery
processing in tourism and provide practical implications for the design of persuasive destination Web sites.
Title: Analysing reviews in the Web 2.0: Small and medium hotels in Portugal
Authors: Marcirio Silveira Chaves, Rodrigo Gomes, Cristiane Pedron
Journal: Tourism Management, Volume 33, Issue 5, Pages 1286-1287
This study presents a characterisation of online reviews for small and medium hotels (SMH) in Portugal. We
collected and analysed 1500 online reviews from 50 SMH. The findings show that room, staff and location
were the concepts most frequently appeared in the reviews, with cleanliness, friendliness, helpfulness, and
centrality of position the terms most frequently used to qualify the concepts. This study points out the main
features which SMH managers should prioritize.

Title: Evaluating Research Methods on Travel Blogs
Authors: Maria Banyal and Troy D. Glover
Journal: Journal of Travel Research, Volume 51, Issue 3, Pages 267-277
The increase of online diaries, or blogs, has not only affected communication channels, but also the way tourism destinations are being promoted and consumed. To date, few studies have focused on the content of
travel blogs as a rich source of destination marketing information. A review of the current research on travel
blogs revealed that the two most popular research methods used to analyze the content of online diaries are
content analysis and narrative analysis. This paper provides a discussion of the strengths, weaknesses and
implications of using content analysis and narrative analysis on travel blogs. After a presentation of alternative
research methods on travel blogs, the authors present industry and methodological implications related to the
nature of online diaries.
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IFITT Updates
Road to ENTER 2013
(Edited by Tinkara Pavlovcic Kapitanovic, IFITT Marketing and Communications Director)
At ENTER 2013, the theme is eTourism opportunities and challenges for the next 20 years exploring information and communication technologies concepts, applications, and business models in travel and tourism. Beside academic research modules, applied Destination and Industry tracks will be dealing with topics such as industry and destinations' social media strategies & best practices, newest developments related to mobile, gamification and sharing services, innovation in social commerce, top developments of the biggest players such as Sol Melia, Facebook, Yahoo, Google, tablet innovation clinic, video
revolution and revenue management in the industry. Some of high profile confirmed speakers include Mohsen Hamoudia
(Orange), Josef Margareiter (Tirol Werbung), Hannes Wethner (Vienna University of Technology), Pascal Bieri
(MySwitzerland), Marco Fanton (Sol Melia).

IFITT Innovation Fund & IFITT ICT4D Scholarship
(Edited by Wolfram Höpken, IFITT Vice President and Treasurer )
Reminder – Deadline: End of July 2012
By the IFITT Innovation Fund IFITT intends to foster innovation and strengthen the strategic development of IFITT. IFITT will
fund projects or initiatives, proposed and executed by IFITT members, with the clear intention to deliver innovative services
to the IFITT community and increase existing or generate new revenue streams. IFITT members are invited to submit project
proposals clearly stating generation of strong advantages and benefits for the IFITT community, either by a direct return on
investment or an increase of ITITT’s reputation and membership. IFITT will invest up to € 10.000 into innovative projects per
year. Additionally, by the IFITT ICT4D Scholarship (Information and Communication Technologies for Development) IFITT
will fund young talents coming from developing/emerging countries, to provide a positive impact onto their respective communities through the application of ICT. Projects should be connected with a Master or PhD thesis, having a clear orientation
to local development. The scholarship consists of an assignment of a tutor, funding of ENTER participation and free IFITT
membership for one year.
The call for applications for both the IFITT Innovation Fund as well as the ICT4D Scholarship is open till the end of July
2012. Contact ifitt@ifitt.org to request further information or submit your proposals.

IFITT JUNCTION & Industry News

(Edited by Rosanna Leung, IFITT Communications & Membership Director & Rodolfo Baggio, IFITT Special Projects Director)
Tourism statistics: several industrial statistics report have been published in Q1 2012. A 30 pages report published by European Travel Commission on European Tourism 2011 - Trends & Prospects, (Q4/2011) discusses European tourism conditions. UNWTO’s 2011 International Tourism Results and Prospects for 2012 forecasts International tourism to reach one billion in 2012 and will reach 1.8 billion by 2030. China’s tourism activities are always under the lenses of many and its growing
power on the global tourism market can be better understood by looking at the Chinese consumer of 2020.
Hospitality: we all know the power of social media and hotels have started developing applications that allow user to make
reservation on Facebook or via mobile. On the other hand, social media can also affect hotels’ new policies and campaigns.
Last month, one hotel experienced this when one of their customer posted a piece discussing the hotel injecting advertisement via the WiFi network, and forcing the end of this injection services one week after.
Travel & Tourism : many DMOs introduced internet/mobile applications to support and assist tourists: free Wi-Fi zone in
London for tourists and 19 free Tourism Mobile Applications by Thailand Tourism Board. But sometimes a “detoxifying” break
may be needed and the Switzerland Tourism Board helps suggesting their Holidays without Internet. Besides, making use of
multimedia in attracting ways helps promoting destinations: Tokyo Virtual Tourism Guide and Using iPad and magic tricks to
promote Stockholm. Despite the extensive use of technological e-commerce platforms, customers still find value in traditional travel agents.
For more e-tourism industry news, please download our bi-weekly IFITT junction from: http://www.ifitt.org/home/view/ifitt_junctions
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IFITT Updates
Research distill
Research Distill, edited by Ulrike Gretzel has been published last May featuring articles about: “Research @ ENTER: Now
and Then”, “Glimpse of the Future: The Next Generation of IFITT Researchers” and “Innovation in IT and Tourism Research:
The ENTER 2012 Best Paper”.
Research Distill is available on IFITT website: http://www.ifitt.org/media/downloadFile/research_distil_2012_issue1.pdf

IFITT expanding in China
(Edited by Rosanna Leung, IFITT Communications & Membership Director)
As mentioned in our last newsletter, IFITT has started tweeting at Sina Weibo (Chinese micro blog) from February in China.
The total number of followers (and fans) has increased 68% in the past two months. The objective of setting up this Weibo is
to act as an information distribution channel for hospitality and tourism researchers and industry practitioners in China. We
look forward this Weibo could be their information source for locating the latest news on e-tourism. We daily post selected IT
articles from various social media sites, blogs, business websites, newspapers and magazines with translated Chinese
headline, and we are glad to see some followers have started retweet our post. Further to that, we have just created a social
media page on Renren.com. The role of this page will be the same as our Facebook page, encourage our followers and fans
engaged in latest information exchange and discussions. In addition, this Renren page also engaged with various university
and tourism institutes’ social media page. These pages are owned by the school/department/student union of hospitality or
tourism, now contains over 3,000 followers, and majority of them were tourism students. We would like to take this opportunity to increase the awareness and exposure of IFITT to the tourism students in China.


Sina Weibo (新浪微博): http://weibo.com/ifitt



Renren.com (人人网): http://www.renren.com/441188367



Renren Page (人人网公共主页): http://www.renren.com/601382517

Social Media
(Edited by Alessandro Inversini, IFITT Social Media, Communications & Membership Director)

Stay connected with the IFITT community also via social networks
Facebook insights: our IFITT facebook page (http://www.facebook.com/ifittorg) is
constantly growing. We have now 2’923 likes reaching a potential of 2’660’308
friends of fans. With minimum two posts per day we are trying to keep the page
and the communication alive reaching a maximum of 107’724 people on last May
27th and a maximum of 336 “people talking about this” on last May 22nd. We are
planning to start phase 2 trying to engage more on facebook.com to make it a real
discussion venue for IFITT members and friends.
Please contact ifitt@ifitt.org if you want to contribute.
You can find us on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube and Flickr. Choose your preferred way to interact with us and get
the latest news and information on the IFITT & IFITT benefits, ENTER conferences, special discounts, innovation funds and
other services. Be part of the latest IT & Tourism related expert discussions.






/FB icon/ www.facebook.com/pages/IFITT/309768745743914
/Twitter icon/ www.twitter.com/ifittorg (@ifittorg)
/Linkedin icon/ group IFITT at http://linkd.in/xcUBHC
/Youtube icon/ www.youtube.com/ifittorg
/Flickr icon/ www.flickr.com/ifitt
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EVENT REPORT
IFITT@EyeForTravel Technology Enhanced Experience Economy 2012
By Barbara Neuhofer and BU eTourismLab
The International Federation for IT in Travel and Tourism (IFITT), one of the
world’s leading tourism and technology organisations, hosted a workshop at the
EyeForTravel Travel Distribution Summit Europe in London on 18th April 2012,
centred around the cutting-edge topic of “Technology Enabled Tourism Experience Economy”. Moderated by IFITT President Prof. Dimitrios Buhalis
(Bournemouth University), experience innovation leaders from the travel, tourism
and hospitality industry and academia discussed how to successfully implement
information and communication technologies in order to enhance the experiences
for their customers.
Barbara Neuhofer (BU eTourismLab) set the stage with a theoretical introduction to the Technology Enhanced Tourist Experience concept. The presentation was followed by Rainer Schuster (Founder, Pixtri OG), who presented a picture-based
search engine to inspire consumers in the dreaming phase of their travel. Adriana Conte (Social Media Programme Manager, VisitBritain) gave insights into how VisitBritain as a national tourism organisation engage consumers through social media. This was followed by a presentation from Noel Hunwick (Owner, Inamo Restaurant London) who talked about the unique
dining experience Inamo Restaurants offer to their guest through E-Table, an interactive ordering system. Two presentations
from the hospitality industry followed. Carlo Fontana (General Manager, Hotel Lugano Dante) presented on how to enhance
the overall guest experience in the hotel by using “High Tech for High Touch”. Finally, Marco Fanton (Social Media Director,
Sol Melia Group) showed how Sol Melia Group use social media and technology to engage with and enable their guests to
co-create their unique social experience of the Sol Melia brand.
The presentations from different industry perspectives revealed a number of key points of how to enhance experiences in
various tourism and hospitality contexts:
“Experiences are co-created and technology-enhanced” (Barbara Neuhofer, Bournemouth University)
Today’s tourism experiences are increasingly co-created and technology enhanced. Consumers are now the starting point of
experience creation and they are actively involved in co-creating their own personal experiences. It is critical for companies
to understand the shift from staging experiences for the consumers to actively engaging consumers, establishing a dialogue
with them and facilitating a space of experience creation. New technologies play a key role in this process as they empower
consumers and allow creating richer experiences. Technologies accompany tourists in all stages, from the pre- to the duringand post- stages of travel. It is therefore crucial to realise the potential of technology to enhance experiences and create
added value for consumers throughout all stages of the travel.
“A picture is worth a thousand words” (Rainer Schuster, Pixtri OG)
People have traditionally been searching for travel inspiration and ideas by using keywords. However, as practice shows,
people often experience difficulty with expressing their needs in words. This is where PixMeAway comes into place with the
key philosophy that pictures say more than thousands words. PixMeAway is a picture based search engine which has been
developed to provide consumers a value added service in the pre-trip phase. Rainer Schuster, CEO of Pixtri OG states that
this innovative technology provides consumers a new kind of travel inspiration. Consumers select appealing pictures and
define their personal travel type which leads to the suggestion of a range of tourism destinations matching these criteria.
Rainer emphasised that “trip planning should be fun and pictures constitute a great way to enhance the early stages of travel
inspiration and planning”.
“Engagement is the key” (Adriana Conte, VisitBritain)
VisitBritain’s Love UK Facebook campaign has allowed the organisation to engage with a large number of fans from all
around the world and to promote Britain as a tourist destination by creating a digital ‘global guest book’. As Adriana Conte,
VisitBritain’s Social Media Programme Manager shows, combining geo-location and social media (Facebook Places) allows
for relationships to be built between overseas tourists and UK visitor attractions. This results in increased exposure for British
tourism but also for enhanced tourist experiences in all stages of travel. By ‘checking in’ to places and submitting reviews
and recommendations, it is tourists themselves who build content. This can be used by organisations as a source of innovation and new ideas.
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“Service technologies remain slow to adopt new tech but pace is quickening” (Noel Hunwick, Inamo Restaurant London)
The restaurant business is competitive, and restaurateurs increasingly need to
add value through innovative approaches. The Inamo Restaurant in London has
been extremely successful in doing just that by introducing E-Table, an interactive
ordering system which uses a combination of table touchpads and overhead projection. As the owner Noel Hunwick explains, “the system not only offers core
functionality (diners can place orders, call their waiter or order the bill) but also
adds charm and theatre to the dining experience”: customers can play games,
watch their food being prepared or change the ambiance of the table. Inamo have
managed to successfully incorporate technology into the restaurant environment, providing their customers with a holistic
immersive experience.
“High Tech for High Touch” (Carlo Fontana, Hotel Lugano Dante)
Guest experience constitutes the number one factor when choosing a hotel. Technology provides huge potential to enhance
the overall guest experience by engaging guests and staff throughout the multiple touch points during a stay. At Hotel Lugano Dante, iPhones and iPads are used by staff on all levels of the organisation, allowing for full engagement with the
guest. Starting from the guest reservation, confirmation, arrival, through restaurant visits and in-room experience, guests are
provided with a fully personalised hotel experience. Carlo Fontana, GM of Hotel Lugano Dante, emphasises that “the use of
technology can add real value to the service. But the service itself must be of high quality as technology on its own does not
provide good service but can only be used to enhance good service.”
“Co-create with your audience – make them part of your conversation” (Marco Fanton, Sol Melia Group)
As far as Facebook fans are concerned, Meliá Hotels International is one of the most popular hotel brands in the world.
Marco Fanton, the Social Media Director at Sol Melia, believes that following their guests on every step of their journey by
engaging in conversations with them is what the Group does best. With a number of original campaigns delivered through
various social media platforms, the company has recognised the power of maintaining and managing active conversations
with its customers through social media. By letting their staff be part of the conversation or allowing guests to share their culinary experiences with others through various social media channels, the company creates ecosystems of people who conjointly create the brand.
IFITT President Prof. Dimitrios Buhalis says “This event with a strong input from Bournemouth University’s eTourism Lab has
shown that technologies and technology enabled services are critical in developing and delivering dynamic tourism experiences.”

Group picture (left ro right): Prof. Dimitrios Buhalis, Noel Hunwick, Marco Fanton, Ivana Rihova, Barbara Neuhofer, Carlo Fontana, Rainer Schuster.
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Engage with the newsletter
- Submit an article for the next newsletter: ifitt@ifitt.org
- Submit events: ifitt@ifitt.org
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editor: Alessandro Inversini– alessandro.inversini@usi.ch
IFITT president: Dimitrios Buhalis - dbuhalis@bournemouth.ac.uk
research & PhD section editor: Ulrike Gretzel - ugretzel@uow.edu.au
IFITT Updates: Rosanna Leung - rosanna.leung@connect.polyu.hk
IFITT Updates: Wolfram Höpken - wolfram@hoepken.org
IFITT Updates: Paul Baron - paul.baron@tourism.vic.gov.au
Social Media Section: Tinkara Pavlovcic Kapitanovic - tinkarapk@gmail.com
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